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Background 

1) The project (rewards redemption) is aimed to give customers multiple ways to redeem the rewards they accumulate 
against their credit card transactions. The possible ways are (and not limited to), 

a. Purchasing products from an e-Com portal basis their eligibility and equivalent rewards point accrued on the 
date of purchase (e.g. VValYou) 

2) Growth hypothesis:  

a. It is expected that,  

i. If given more options to redeem the rewards point, customers would want to visit the portal 
frequently. And we can then leverage this customer base to maybe cross-sell or up-sell our 
products 

ii. If we can make rewards redemption a habit of the customer, the customers would end up 
performing more and frequent transactions, which in-turn would add to our business 

iii. We can on-board multiple strategic alliances considering the users’/customers’ habit. This will 
help us build the brand visibility and in-turn will amp our brand equity, which will contribute 
towards trust and more adaptability of our products and it’s usage 

3) Value hypothesis: 

a. It is expected that, 

i. Customers won’t just be limited to one mode of rewards redemption. And would appreciate 
multiple ways to redeem the reward points accrued 

ii. Not all customers need to en-cash the rewards. Some of them might be interested in purchasing 
the products of their rewards equivalent accrued 

If we identify the frequent flyers and travellers, we can maybe suggest air travel e-wallet redemption or travel portal e-wallet 
redemption. And if customers find this redemption mode a value add and rewarding avenue, they’d want to transact all the 
more to get more points, in-turn adding to our business 

 
Scope of work 

1) Front End Portal 

a.  “Rewards Redemption” screen,  

i. “Rewards Summary” section 

ii. “Redemption service request  History” section 

iii. The Reward points balance  

iv. Partners and associations section 

b. VValYou section, 

i. Landing page which explains the eligibility, process, terms and conditions and other nitty-gritty 
associated with rewards redemption 

ii. A screen which lists down all the products 

iii. A regular product buying journey with add to cart functionality etc. 

1. In this phase, the purchase process won’t include real-time purchase confirmation and 
real-time dispatch notification 

iv. Upon selecting, adding and clicking on “redeem now”, a request would be raised with the CCMS.  

2) Back-Office portal, 

a. The CCMS will have to approve the redemption request. And upon approval, the control will switch to 
VValYou for order confirmation, dispatch and delivery 

b. The data exchange (in terms of redemption approval etc.) between our CCMS and VValYou will happen over a 
formatted CSV or excel. How and when, we’ll need to decide 

c. All the relevant balance and ledger information needs to be updated in the backend systems pertaining to 
relevant customer (s). And the customer’s portal view will have to be updated, so that, if and when the 
customer logs in the next time, she/he sees the updated information against the request made 
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NOTE: We want to see quotes around a managed TnM or managed fixed bid project model. The entire project would be 
100% outsourced to the bid winner. 

 

 
 
Terms and conditions 

BFSL reserves the right to at any point:  

 Reject any and all proposal received in response to the scope of work  

 Waive or Change any formalities in the proposal.  

 Negotiation will be carried out with the shortlisted bidder. 

 Select the most responsive bidder as deemed suitable.  

 Cancel the Terms of Reference at any stage, without assigning any reason whatsoever. 

 Any additional cost for the below requirement must be mentioned separately. 

 The project needs to be completed within 60 days from the date of project award date. Any delays would attract the 
penalty as specified. 

 The proposed rate of penalty would be 0.5% of the entire project cost/TCO per week of delay or non-compliance. Company 
at its discretion may apply this rule to any major non- delivery, non-adherence, non-conformity, non-submission of agreed 
or mandatory documents as part of the Project.  

 Notwithstanding anything contained above, no such penalty will be chargeable on the selected bidder for the inability 
occasioned, if such inability is due to reasons entirely attributable to Company. 

 The maximum amount that may be levied by way of penalty pursuant to clause above shall not exceed 10% of the Total 
Contract value. 

 Sealed quotes to be sent within the stipulated time mentioned at the below address: 
 
Office address:- AVP Procurement 2nd Floor, Baroda House, Behind Dewan Shopping Centre, S V Road, Jogeshwari (W), 
Mumbai – 400 102. Landline - 022 42068566. 
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  Payment 

The payment of the fees shall be made by BFSL as follows. Please share the commercials in the following format. 

20% Research insights 

30% Wireframe approval 

20% Approval of visual designs for key screens 

30% Completion of visual design for all screens 

 
 
  Important Dates 

Date of issue 26th August 2019 

Queries to be mailed by  1:00pm, 30th August 2019 

Queries to be mailed to  rfp@bobfinancial.com  

Last Date and Time for submission 11:00am, 3rd September 2019  
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